
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a tax accounting. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for tax accounting

The reconciliation of the general ledger GST accounts correctly and
accurately, every month, on a timely basis, from a stand-alone and
consolidated entity perspective
The timely and accurate preparation of the annual income tax return and
annual AIIR from a stand-alone corporate entity perspective
Provide guidance and support when required to the direct reports in your
team, including offshore team
Thought leadership and subject matter expertise with a demonstrated ability
in identifying process weaknesses and implementing change and process
improvement
Ability to manage own time and prioritise to meet deadlines achieve results
under pressure
Strong commercial acumen and industry knowledge
Experience managing a team in an offshore environment
Manage and control local accounting function ensuring accuracy of company
books
Manage preparation of statutory annual financial statements (Balance Sheet,
Profit and Loss Statement, Cash-flow report, Footnote) and check supporting
calculations, documents in conformity with Hungarian Act on Accounting
Keep contact with the finance service center, auditors and authorities
representing the company in tax and accounting matters

Qualifications for tax accounting
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The ideal candidate should have 1-3 years of accounting experience (tax
specific background a plus)
Certified Payroll Professional (CPP) certification or willing to study for exam
Managing the centralisation of all Statutory Accounts and Tax activities
currently being undertaken by Finance Services
Developing and implementing a standard process and timetable around
these activities and rolling out to the whole team
Managing a team of accountants including their development and associated
activities such as recruitment and absence management
Managing and reviewing the delivery of accurate Statutory Accounts, P11D's,
PSA and Tax packs to Group Tax and Group Finance on behalf of a number of
business units across the businesses Systems in line with both Statutory and
Group defined deadlines


